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Strap In and Buckle Up, AKA The Introduction
...Strap in and buckle up for what?

For a completely unexpected adventure in overturning your personal dieting myths, a 
sometimes intense mental workout that will be worth more than your gym membership. 

Far more.

Welcome to an internal voyage of discovery that is long overdue.

Imagine it's 1492. Think of your friends still stuck in yo yo dieting misery as stubborn 
would-be explorers who are moored off the coast of Spain, banging their fists on the table 
and announcing with 110% conviction that you'd have to be crazy to sail off looking for a 
new world because it's DEFINITELY not there. They smile smugly as they joke that
the only new discoveries such a nutcase would make would be storms, sharks or 
cannibals. They even place bets on how said fool will die. Then they readjust their blinkers 
so they are more comfortable.

You, meanwhile, are too busy preparing your ship for the exciting journey ahead. You have
no idea what's in store. It may be challenging. Uncomfortable, painful even. But you've 
reached the point where you KNOW there's something more and you just can't stay stuck
where you are.

The new world of empowered weight release is just over the horizon.

Just as discovering America was about more than standing on just another bit of land, so 
the process of Shapeshifting is about far more than a lower number on your scales and a 
different waist measurement.

It's about reclaiming your life.

In 1492 Columbus changed the world by making his voyage into uncertainty. And now you 
have the opportunity to change YOUR world with a similar journey.

To get any benefit whatsoever out of the ideas in this course, you need to accept, like 
Columbus did, uncertainty. Risk. Easy answers will sometimes be thin on the ground - 
although I'm hoping that you'll have quite a few liberating AHA moments that will turn that 
uncertainty into excitement. 

Not all of the ideas will work for you.

To get them to work, you have to do the sometimes hard work of walking away from dearly
held beliefs that you now realise have piled the pounds on.

The advantage you have over Columbus is twofold. Firstly, nothing in this course can finish
you off. And secondly you have the benefit of my experience, having made this journey 
myself. 

I remember it clearly: I must have been 11 or 12. Right in the middle of a veeeery dull 
French class, The thunderbolt hit me from nowhere: I am fat. 

In fact I was nothing of the sort. I was a healthy size. My certainty was a deeply emotional 



mistranslation of two things: the dismay I felt at my changing body and a invisible 
protective mechanism in reaction to having been molested 3 years earlier by a neighbour. 

Of course I was far too young to realise these facts at the time.

I dutifully bought my first diet book around this time.

And so began my double life of food deprivation and compulsion. I was a sort of female 
teen Dr Check Your Calories and Mr Hyde (the sweet wrappers).

Depriver Harriet would start counting calories as a recreational activity and try out 
experiments - like the time I ate nothing but carrots. 

Compulsive Harriet, meanwhile, didn't seem to live in the same eating universe, never 
mind planet, as Depriver Harriet. Any money I would get from paper rounds, for Christmas 
and so on would somehow get gradually siphoned off into the tills of the corner shop. My 
own personal C word was 9 letters long and contained the letters h-o-c-o-l-a-t-e. That 
powerful mix of sugar, fat and cocoa was my best friend. No matter what hormonal storms 
were raging in my brain, no matter which boys made fun of me or how many friends I fell 
out with, the sticky brown stuff was always waiting, lined up in rows and rows in the corner 
shop with its promise of fake happiness. 5 bars a day were normal for me.

This went on all through my teenage years: telling myself I was dieting while overeating at 
every possible opportunity. At around 16 or 17 I got into starving myself and the inevitable 
bingeing that follows. I actually remember the twisted sense of pride I felt in finally being 
able to throw up. No longer was I a failure - I could erase my binge shame with one visit to 
the bathroom...or so I thought. I know now it is not the food that creates the shame. The 
compulsive eating was just a way to express the shame - a toxic shame that didn't belong 
to me.

Another twisted thing: I loved the high I got from the sugar binges (alcohol has never, and 
will never, compete in terms of the glorious drunken feeling you get from the heady mix of 
processed sugar and junk carbs flooding your system when you have hardly eaten for 
days).

I replaced dieting with detoxing and strange food restrictions. Getting high from juice 
fasting replaced getting high on starvation. I was, however, still doing the binges in 
between the fasting and detoxing and the I'm-off-wheat-this-month and the no-salt regime 
and gym obsession and rye-bread-is-the-new-black and liver flushes and on and on and 
on...

Detoxing and all the rest of it is good when it is done for the right reasons. I was just 
looking for a way to deprive myself which fitted into my false sense of empowerment 
around food. And the deprivation was an invisible green light, a powerful validation of 
bingeing.

In my twenties and thirties my weight fluctuated, but my food compulsion and body hatred 
stayed pretty intense.

I only started solving the puzzle of my eating and weight when I turned 40.



The Psychology of Weight Loss is a sort of 'Greatest Hits' of what led me to drop 3 dress 
sizes by rejecting the bland one-size-(doesn't)-fit-all approach of diets and instead 
embracing the power of my mind. Some of the ideas here are highly practical: you can 
implement them today. Others will prompt you to ask yourself questions that require time 
to answer. However, it all amounts to one thing: overshooting your potential and reclaiming
your life. 

As well as shapeshifting permenently, here's what is now normal for me:

• The invisible wall between me and those previously addictive high fat/sugar junk 

foods. Whether in the supermarket or at a party, I just don't want them.

• Exercising for instant gratification (feelings of stress relief, physical and emotional 

resilience, greater mental focus – exactly what I used to get from bingeing).

• I accept and at times positively love my imperfect body.

• Binge eating is a non-issue for me. I occasionally eat chaotically, but it is far less in 

quantity and easy to recover from.

• Having more energy than virtually any adult I know. Minimal PMT and zero brain 

fog. 

• Food is no longer an emotional crutch for me – well 95% of the time anyway.

It's not a question of wiping out your compulsive habits, but minimising them. Just as 

I'm sure that Columbus had times in his voyage to The New World when he made great 
progress in a short time, and others when he seemed to be sailing 2 nautical miles back in 
order to go one ahead in the right direction. 

This is not a straightforward journey, It if you start out in the right frame of mind you will 
understand that just embarking on this adventure is empowering in itself. It's how I 
reclaimed my life, and continue to do so - every single day. It's a beautiful, never-ending 
process. 

And to shed weight and keep it off, you have to do it in an empowered way. 

This course will help you do that. 

The Mindshifts

Mindshift 1:



Focus on Looking Better Instead of Losing Weight
First of all watch this video:

http://www.theshiftinside.com/look-better/

ACTION STEPS
Watch the Body Confidence vision board video on the above page. Now make your own, 
or google either bigger sized men you admire (if you are a man), or google 'plus sized 
models' just to start accepting your own size.

Mindshift 2:
There Is No Human 2.0

First of all, watch the video on this page:
http://www.theshiftinside.com/stress-intro/

The first and most fundamental mindshift you need to make if you are going to shapeshift 
in the 21st century is about understanding the connection between stress and excess 
weight.

Stress causes weight gain? Well, yes – obviously.

What I hope to convince you of in this course is that stress need not necessarily lead to 
weight gain. 

But let's begin by understanding specifically how stress can lead to an expanding 
waistline. 

When your body goes into stress response, AKA fight or flight, a range of weight-gaining 
processes kick in. The most important are:
1. Metabolism weakens, and with it, the ability to burn calories efficiently
2. The body finds it harder to build muscle mass. Muscle burns about 95% of all calories 
you consume
3. More insulin is released, and one of its jobs is to store fat.

Whilst we can continually upgrade our smartphones to 2.0, 3.0 etc, our stress response is 
stuck in cave(wo)man times – there is no human body 2.0. Our job is to respect this truth, 
and then go beyond it. My computer may freeze, but I have the choice about how much I 
let it stress me out.

This is never really an easy choice, and it takes work to step out of the mindset of always 
moaning and being in constant reactivity to each and every problem that arises. I hope to 
help you do that via the other mindshifts in this course. But here are some ways to start:

ACTION STEPS
1.Copy out the list of 3 weight gaining processes you just read that are caused by stress 
and pin it up where you can see it every day.

http://www.theshiftinside.com/stress-intro/


2.Choose a problem you have had to overcome that has made you a stronger person, or 
had some unexpectedly positive outcome. Choose one from the past. Ask yourself: What 
was helpful to me about this problem that I could not see at the time?

Now pick a present-moment problem (not too difficult – maybe an annoying work 
colleague, or incovenience that winds you up, like splitting up household chores). Ask 
yourself: What would my future self say was great about this problem this time next year? 
(eg I imagine that we will have ended up making a rota, which will have made everything 
fairer and me less angry)

Why should we only see the benefit of problems in hindsight? Bringing that hindsight into 
your present day will reduce your stress...and therefore...

1. Increase metabolism, and with it your ability to burn calories faster
2. Increase your body's ability to build muscle mass, the thing that burns 95% of the 
calories you consume
3. Prevent the release of insulin, and so discourage fat storage.
 

Mindshift 3:
It's Not Just What You Eat, It's How You Eat It

The calorific value of any food is just one piece of the total information needed to tell us if 
it's fattening or not.

Anna and Jill are identical twins. They both eat a curry each (identical portions) after 
having watched a film, and spend the rest of the day expending equal amounts of energy.

It should have an identical effect on their efforts to manage their weight, right?

Not so.

Anna, who is stressed after a difficult day yesterday arguing with a work colleague, is 
distracted and doesn't so much eat her curry as inhales it, while flicking through a 
magazine to try and relax.

Jill, meanwhile, is much better able to manage her stress levels. In addition, she sits and 
focuses her attention on the food, smelling the aromas as she serves up. She takes her 
time to really enjoy it, as it is her favourite food.

The truth is that Anna's curry, while having the exact same number of calories as Jill's, is 
more fattening.

Why?

There are two reasons for this.

Reason #1: Ignoring the   cephalic phase digestive response   (cephalic
means to do with the head).



An estimated 30-40% of digestion takes place BEFORE food enters our mouths. Yes, hard
to swallow I know (pun intended...and don't worry, I'll try to not repeat any more crimes
against comedy in this course).

How can digestion begin before food even touches our lips? I want you to imagine the 
cephalic phase response as the preparation committee for digestion. Jill's brain has a 
wealth of information to pass onto her enteric nervous system (also known as the brain in 
the belly). If it could speak, it would announce that curry is soon arriving down below, and 
so the stomach juices better get ready to digest this food. (I made a short blog video about
this which you can watch at: http://www.theshiftinside.com/2-min-video-this-cant-be-true/)

Anna's brain is unable to relay any such information, because it's busy going into stress 
response as she frets over the meeting yesterday when Bob got the better of her in front of
the boss. Her stomach juices are sitting around, clueless. They don't even know she
is about to eat, never mind what she's about to eat.

Reason #2: Using food as a way to force digestion. 
As we learnt earlier, thoughts as well as real events can trigger a stress response in the 
brain. Anna's primitive brain interprets her bitterness and resentment towards her           
co-worker as a threat, and shuts down her digestion in response. Not really hungry, Anna 
unconsciously decides that distraction via the magazine is the best way to deal with this
situation. After a while, the primitive brain works out that the threat must have passed and 
forces her into a state of relaxation (it's as if it is saying "well she is stuffed,so there can't 
be any tiger because she'd be running away otherwise"). 

This highly ineffective relaxation-by-stuffing-yourself-to-fullness strategy is far, far too 
common. In this example the twins have identical portion sizes. In the real world, Anna is 
far more likely to have a second portion - and all the unnecessary calories it contains.

Jill, on the other hand, is ALREADY in the relaxation response as she begins her meal.

Remember that eating in stress response reduces your ability to burn calories and build 
muscle mass, signals the body to release insulin (the fat storage hormone) - as well as a 
whole host of other anti-health measures. These are the invisible and unwanted 
seasonings Anna is sprinkling on her curry.

Jill, on the other hand, is maximising her ability to burn calories and build muscle mass, 
and telling the body "No insulin required thank you".

What I have just described to you is a truly revolutionary concept:

                                                   Non-caloric weight gain/loss.

Think about that for a moment. Your thoughts can contribute big time to making you fat or 
thin.

Non-caloric weight gain and loss is one of the elephants in the room of the diet industry. 
What's so tragic is that Anna, unable to understand how her good girl dieting and regular-
as-clockwork gym visits can't stop her piling on the pounds, turns to the old myths of
self-blame and guilt trips (more about those later on) to explain this mystery.

Part of my aim with this course is to explode those myths...and give you something to 

http://www.theshiftinside.com/2-min-video-this-cant-be-true/


replace them with. If you are willing to challenge the myths that run your thinking, the world
is your oyster.

ACTION STEP
Your action step today has nothing to do with trying to de-stress. Instead I want you to start
to break the connection between I'm stressed and I eat more when I'm stressed. It is 
possible to have a manic busy day and develop the ability to see mealtimes as an oasis in 
the middle of all this. There are specific things you can do to put yourself in relaxation 
response even when the stress triggers are present.

Try this walk through video and see if it slows you down:
http://www.theshiftinside.com/515-breath/

Mindshift 4:
How You Talk About Your Weight Affects How Easily

You Shift It

Pop quiz for you: which of these phrases is the odd one out?
A) I have lost my wallet
B) I lost my grandma last year
C) I lost 20lb this summer on a diet
D) After college, I lost my sense of direction

Answer: A, B and D are all negative events.

C is the only positive sentence.

Isn't it odd that these four sentences all deal with areas of major life satisfaction/pain: 
money, relationships, weight/health and purpose...and the idea of loss is negative in all but
the weight-related statement?

I think it's no coincidence that the most popular way to describe reaching your ideal shape 
- the word "loss" - is seen as negative in every other context (please let me know if you 
discover any exceptions) - and that 99% of people who shed weight on a diet regain
it within a year.

So I propose we do away with the very term "weight loss".

(Yes, I know I use it in the title of this very course. This is to get you in the door. Clever 
cryptic titles might make me feel good, but I want my work to do what it says on the tin).

In a minute I'm going to give you some replacements for this phrase.

There is a bigger point to be made here. Language is not just a way of expressing our 
thoughts, it actually shapes it. Have you ever said you felt paranoid about something? Now
ask yourself how replacing 'paranoid' with 'anxious' makes you feel? Surely better? Surely 
less stressed?

http://www.theshiftinside.com/515-breath/


Here are some ways of changing how you talk about your weight. Try them out and see if 
they can reduce your stress and increase your sense of possibility and adventure.

Change weight loss and losing weight to...
Weight release
Shapeshifting
Managing weight
Strengthening myself
Toning up
Changing shape
Stepping into my ideal shape or body size

Change binge to...
chaotic eating

Change eating disorder to...
Disordered eating
Eating issues/problems

Change food addiction to...
Compulsively eat some foods
(It's very tough to label yourself a food addict. Unlike addictive substances like alcohol, we 
need food to live. Food in itself is NOT addictive. Some foodstuffs are. There is a massive 
difference between the two).

ACTION STEP
Your action step today is to try out any of the above language changes. If you need to, 
create opportunities for this. Ring your friends and ask them How's it going with your 
weight release this month? This probably won't feel comfortable, but let me tell you 
something: there's no change in the comfort zone.

Mindshift 5: Guilt Makes You Fat 
Mindshift 6: The Magic Guilt-Cancelling Word

Watch the video on this page:
http://www.theshiftinside.com/guilt/

http://www.theshiftinside.com/guilt/


ACTION STEPS Mindshifts 5 &6
Guilt and shame are so deeply embedded in weight loss culture that starting to change 
what feels like deeply emotional reactions may feel impossible. Let me tell you that it is not
impossible to dismantle. It just takes time. The good(ish) news is that the time is going to 
pass anyway – wouldn't you feel better just TRYING to dismantle your toxic guilt? The only
alternative is to continue to let it drain your vitality.

All I suggest at first is you notice when you are feeling inappropriate, toxic shame. 
Equally, when you identify appropriate shame, make sure you do something to make up 
for your actions – this will make the difference between the two more noticeable.

Mindshift 7: Meet Sabotage You 
and Mindshift 8: Meet Rebel You

Sabotage You and Rebel You are my adaptations of Carl Jung's concept of archetypes. 
They are absolutely foundational in how I have overturned my thinking around eating – 
and shifted my weight.

What are archetypes? In a nutshell, they are like roles we can slip into – if our life were a 
one-person play, they would be the characters we play (but without the costumes). Some 
well-known archetypes are the mother, the trickster, the king, the queen, devouring wolf 
and jester. In any one day I can be a mother, a trickster and devouring wolf.

When I learnt about these different facets of my personality, it was a liberation for me. 
Instead of feeling defective because I had binged after an argument with my partner, I 
could look at this unwanted behaviour as expressing a part of me that maybe I didn't want 
to acknowledge, but had an important message for me.

The Sabotage Self and the Rebel Self are my own eating psychology archetypes. 

Let's meet them. 

Now watch the two videos on the page below. Please note that in these videos I use the 
term 'eat in overwhelm', which is another way of saying 'stress eat'.

http://www.theshiftinside.com/two-mindshifts/

To help you understand these important concepts, I am including three chapters from my 
book Shapeshifing Inside and Out. Here I introduce Curious You, who you can see as the 
part of you that is interested in how the other two 'personalities' operate. Curious You is 
able to step back and understand what is going on, in order to better change it.

 
A Letter From Sabotage You

http://www.theshiftinside.com/two-mindshifts/


Dear Curious Me,

So you've tracked me down then. I must say this is a massive blow to me, but what's done

is done I suppose. 

I just wanted to explain why I'm here, living in your mind. I know you're probably painting

me as the devil right now. But it's absolutely VITAL you understand what I'm doing in your

head, because you need me - you really do. By the end of this letter I'm hoping you'll see

that. I just know we can carry on as before, with me controlling your actions from behind

the scenes. You'll see that this really is the most sensible course of action for you.

I bet you're wondering what I'm doing here. Why I've messed up your life (or so you think).

Primitive You called me into existence because at some point you experienced a stressful

event that she was not able to deal with. 

And that's where I come in. Primitive You needs me to mastermind your life so as to help

you deal with that clear and present danger. I am here to keep you alert to that danger.

What you see as stress and worry, I see as watchfulness. Whatever you do, don't relax.

That career that causes you all that stress - I chose it for you. All those fruitless pursuits

that  drain  your  energy  and  finances,  that  leave  you  questioning  your  judgment  -  I

orchestrated them for you.

You can blame me for your life - but I'm just employed by Primitive You. If your home was

on fire, would you be worrying about your waistline, relationship or future? No way. And the

house of your psyche is on fire. Guess who is in charge of that fire brigade?

Primitive You.

The thing is, this is a faulty emergency service. They are very good at putting out fires, but

don’t actually know when the fire has been extinguished.

And me? I'm the general safety manager who gets you the hell out of the burning building.

I wait on Primitive You's say-so before you can go back into your house (AKA truly relax

into and live your life).

So I'm the one who says you have to sleep elsewhere, and borrow other people's clothes.

I forbid you to re-enter your home and relax. You can shout and scream all you want about

the fact that you believe the fire has been put out, but that’s not my concern. Your safety is.

I no more see that the danger has passed than does Primitive You. 

I bet you hate me, don't you? But you need to see how pointless that hatred is. I was



called into action by a very ancient part of you, one that saved the lives of your ancestors.

Without Primitive You, they wouldn't have been able to survive to eventually give YOU life.

As far as I can see (and remember I’ve got Primitive Vision Goggles on) that fire in the

house of your psyche is still raging. 

So just go with the safety systems I've set up for your life: 

*The diet you swear allegiance to, then ditch a month later

*The terrible job you feel you can’t escape

*The unused gym membership you can’t be bothered to cancel

*The so-called friend who does a great job of the Joan Rivers put-downs, but has    none

of the wit

*Your sugar addiction

*The mess you laughingly call your finances

I know these are hard work to put up with, but if you know what’s good for you, you’ll toe

the line.

Lots of love

Your Sabotage Self

...And The Reply From Curious You
Dear Sabotage Me,

Thank you so much for your letter. I can't tell you how helpful it has been to read it. I’m so

grateful that I have a present for you: the sack. It’s official – you’re fired as the general

manager of my life.

Before you clear your desk, let me explain. I feel like a ten ton weight has been lifted from

my shoulders. I thought I was weak, lacking in self-respect and would never amount to

anything. Now I get it. You were - as you point out - just trying to help me. It wasn't that you

thought I was a born failure; rather that the daily battle to survive (as you saw it) in the face

of that towering inferno of my unprocessed life experience was too much to deal with. If

you truly believe that my very existence is threatened, then of course you're not going to

let me do anything as risky as release weight, get a better job, or enjoy a relationship with

someone who values me. All these take me out of struggle. And to you, a struggle-free life

equals complacency, letting down my guard and leaving me wide open to mortal peril.



So thank you for explaining that you are not some evil bitch out to ruin me for the fun of it.

You really do think you're the heroic firefighter of my life, don't you?

Now sit down and buckle up - because here's the news.

The fire has gone out. 

The abuse has stopped. The bullies have left. That so-called caregiver who neglected me

no longer has any say in what I do with my life. My self-esteem is no longer at the mercy of

another person's alcohol addiction.

Whatever form that towering inferno takes, I have now realised it exists only in your mind.

Here's the truth: I am safe.

I  know  I  have  a  way  to  go.  Just  seeing  you've  got  it  massively  wrong  does  not

automatically  make  finding  the  better  job,  or  starting  to  date,  or  eating  better  a

straightforward matter. Even the thought of finding an alternative stress management tool

than bingeing fills me with terror. But guess what? I know that fear is really you trying to

look after me, your attempt to strap an oxygen mask on me to prevent smoke inhalation.

Nice thought, but all that mask does is stop me speaking my truth.

I'll go on your emotional roller coaster if that's what it takes. I'll keep feeling the fear and

doing it anyway, and eventually you'll see that I'm safe. That I can breathe even without the

stifling oxygen mask. The fresh air of my own resourcefulness tastes better. It tastes of

freedom and empowerment, and Life.

All the ways you try to protect me by keeping me small - they are no longer needed. 

Owning my life may happen in fits and starts, and I know you are not going down without a

fight. You are going to make it agonisingly painful to leave the shelter of your protection.

But guess what? I choose that pain over the unending mental claustrophobia of throwing



my precious life away, of sacrificing it at the altar of food compulsion and body hatred. I

reject those coping mechanisms.

There's a rocking chair at the back of my  mind waiting for you. That's where you belong -

still part of me, but babbling incoherently. Acknowledged, but ignored.

Let me repeat: you're fired as the general manager of my life. Do your worst. It can't be

any more damaging than the havoc you've already wreaked upon my life.

Your rocking chair is waiting.

Your Curious Self

Rebel You
Rebel You is the energy that stands up to Sabotage You. 

Curious You wrote the letter you've just read, but she needed Rebel You to deliver it, and

act on it. This is very important. When I talk to people about the ideas in this book, I see

their curious selves wake up and engage with me. However, there is a canyon-sized gap

between intellectual interest in freeze response or stage three and actually acting on that

interest.

Rebel You is the courage that allows you to do that experiment with eating more healthy

fat, when your diet-conditioned thinking is screaming "Fat is the deviiiilll!"

She is what pushes you to speak your truth.

Curious You is the one who bought this book, but it takes Rebel You to implement the

ideas.

Rebel You holds your hand when the stuff Curious You is telling you to try feels painful



beyond belief. 

Anything that Curious You is telling you to try, and Sabotage You is forbidding you to do –

for these actions, Rebel You is the superheroine who steps in and pushes you off that

mental diving board.

I have been very clear in this book that you do NOT want to start a war with Sabotage You.

Pitting yourself against a part of you that has served you for so long is a fool's mission. Her

rocking chair belongs in your mind, not a land far, far away. The aim is to disempower her,

but still own her.

With this caveat in mind, I have to admit that I find the idea of pitting my rebel self against

my sabotage self really powerful and helpful. 

A  Rebel  You  vs  Sabotage  You  fight  can  really  contribute  to  helping  you  take  those

desperately needed risks. Sabotage You has ruled your life for far too long, and it's my bet

that Rebel You has been ignored. 

Summoning Rebel You in those moments of mind-numbing terror when you just know you

have to speak your truth is often the only resource at your disposal. She whispers in your

ear  "Do it.  This is the only way." Returning to the voluntary enslavement of  life under

Sabotage You is not an option when you invoke Rebel You.

You have to pit one against the other. Rebel You only exists because she has something to

fight. As long as you acknowledge that both forces are ultimately working for your good,

then let them fight. 

Rebel You is so important, not just because she has long been smothered by Sabotage

You, but because she takes risks. 



It’s facing the consequences of speaking your truth. Joining the walking club. Applying for

that job. Eating more protein for breakfast when you’d really rather stick to grapefruit, even

though it leaves you grumpy and starving all morning.

It's wondering what will happen to your social circle (which is almost entirely composed of

friends in yo yo diet struggle) when you actually shapeshift for good and are no longer

interested in the latest magic pill weight loss plan and being a Too-Good Girl dieter.

It's experiencing the full force of emotions that you have been eating for years. 

Now, Curious You is reading this and probably saying “Oh yes, I'm willing to do all those

things. Eating your feelings - nice metaphor. I simply must try that emotional release thing "

- but remember that huge chasm between theoretical understanding and taking action.

The thing is that these risks cannot be taken by Curious You. She analyses, theorises and

decides  to  do  life  experiments.  I  have  found  that  forces  beyond  my  conscious

understanding would push me to blurt out my truth when I was least expecting it. I now see

that Rebel Harriet was behind those forces. It was also Rebel Harriet who helped me sit

with that pain instead of numb it with food.

Sabotage You, who is employed by Primitive You, is all for you taking risks, as long as they

only have a downside. Marrying a man who has repeatedly cheated on you. Drink driving.

Remortgaging your home for that extravagant holiday, when you have no idea how to

afford the extra repayments. These are all stage two pursuits.

Rebel You pushes you to take risks that help you, that give you greater resilience. How

easily did you take those life-draining stage two risks that kept you in struggle? On the

other hand, if you feel a risk requires courage, then it's a fair bet that it's ultimately going to

serve you, to move you to stage three. 

ACTION STEPS FOR THE SABOTAGE YOU & REBEL YOU MINDSHIFTS



Observe yourself whenever you self sabotage – can you see this behaviour as belonging 
to part of you that has a different agenda to that of the you who has the best intentions for 
themselves?

In what way could Rebel You be helpful standing up to Sabotage You?

If you want to, write a letter to yourself from Sabotage You and/or Rebel You. Feel free to 
send me a copy at  info @ theshiftinside.com

Mindshift 9:
Bio-Individuality

When I was just starting to work with people on their food and weight issues, I decided to 
do a bit of research. Was it just me that found the fridge or deli counter magnetic after a 
tough day at work? How many people overeat after a couple of glasses of wine?

I interviewed 100 people about their experiences shedding (or failing to shed) weight, and 
put the results in a book: Permanent Weight Loss: The 1% Difference.

The results were skewed, but in a useful way. My interview requests naturally drew to me 
what I called 'permalosers' - people who had shed weight and maintained their new body 
shape for a year or more. In fact 32 out of the 100 interviews were with permalosers.

One fascinating insight from this group was that no one method was
better than any other. Here are the results:

40% of the permalosers shed weight using their own DIY methods
22% shed weight using diet clubs
13% used exercise (they didn't report any particular dietary changes,
but we can assume there were probably some changes they made)
 9% followed a high protein weight loss plan
 6% used holistic methods (mindfulness, working on body image etc)
 6% used a low calorie meal replacement programme
 3% experienced unintentional weight loss

The insight I gained from all this was that different methods appeal to different people.

Underlying this insight is a concept that has absolutely revolutionised my experience of 
eating, shedding weight and dismantling my compulsive eating:

Bio-individuality.

The concept is actually very simple: no one diet (and I mean that in its broadest sense of 
what you consume) works for everyone.

While it is true that every human being needs water to survive, it is NOT true that coffee 
affects everyone in the same way. Ditto sugar. Ditto gluten, dairy, eggs, meat, a vegan 
regime or citrus fruits.

I have a story that will illustrates this well, but it involves giving away the ending of a film – 



The Shawshank Redemption. If you haven't yet seen it, then do so before you follow this 
link. If you have (or don't care) then get on over to 

http://www.theshiftinside.com/shawshank/

What bio-individuality means for your weight shifting goals is that there may be some 
foods that are indirectly making you gain (or feel like you are gaining) excess flab. For 
example, if you react badly to gluten, the bloating it creates you might be interpreting as 
excess weight. I can tell you it's generally easier and quicker to reduce bloating than fat.

And then there are what I call Mood Hijacker Foods, which I cover in the next section.

ACTION STEPS
Go watch The Shawshank Redemption if you like.

Apart from this, I am not setting any action steps for this mindshift – because the concept 
of bio-individuality is the foundation for the powerfully game changing work around our 
next mindshift: Mood Hijacker Foods.

Mindshift 10:
Identifty Mood Hijacker Foods

See this page for the videos on this mindshift:

http://www.theshiftinside.com/mood-hijackers/

ACTION STEPS
Do an elimination experiment as described in the final video on the above page.

Mindshift 11:
Stop Playing The Hunger Games 

Have you ever wondered why massively successful books and films are just so appealing 
to so many people?

I have a theory. I believe that books and films such as Harry Potter & Star Wars speak to 
our deep needs and potential. I've written about this elsewhere, but today I want to focus 
on The Hunger Games (Don't worry if you haven't seen the final film - no spoilers here).

In a nutshell, The Hunger Games is set in a nightmare dystopian future where the 
authorities rule the people with a rod of iron. It's like Stalinist Soviet Union, minus the 
sense of humour. Our heroine Katniss (Jennifer Lawrence) takes her younger sister's 
place in The Hunger Games - an annual event where 24 teenagers must battle it out to kill
each other in compensation for a previous uprising. Revolting is the word, as I'm sure 
you'll agree. But things don't go to plan for President Snow (Donald Sutherland) as Katniss
becomes the figurehead for a long overdue rebellion.

http://www.theshiftinside.com/mood-hijackers/
http://www.theshiftinside.com/shawshank/


I am eternally grateful to author Suzanne Collins for naming her trilogy The Hunger 
Games (not The Revolution Games or The People's Games), because it is a perfect 
metaphor for escaping the powerless and misery of traditional dieting.

How so?

Just World Theory
Psychologist Dorothy Rowe has written about how we experience negative events - we 
tend to personalise them, because we believe in a 'Just World' where the good are 
rewarded and the bad punished (and experiences like school perpetuate this belief). "Why 
did this happen to me?" we moan when things go wrong. To counteract this, Rowe says,
we need to accept that we create and choose our beliefs. Once we let go of a the idea 
of a Just World, we can be more rational about negative experiences - perhaps we are not 
actually doomed to meet low value people, experience tragedy or suffer ill treatment from 
those around us. Maybe, suggests Rowe, these things just happen.

I don't want to go off on a tangent about whether or not bad things "just happen" - I don't 
completely buy into that one (for me it's far more complex than that). 

The point here is not why bad things happen. 

What's important is the liberation of realising you have the power to choose your own 
beliefs.

The Hunger Games is the story of a whole population rejecting beliefs handed down to 
them - you must obey the president, you have no rights and no voice. Spearheaded by 
Katniss and the other leaders of the revolution, the people choose a whole new set of 
beliefs - we have rights, we have a voice and nobody can have absolute power over 
anyone else.

The people's revolution is impossible without a belief revolution.

How does this relate to your experience shedding - or failing to shed - weight?

The comedian Arabella Weir once said "The diet industry in the UK alone is worth £2 
billion - not bad for a business wholly reliant on failure". Just as President Snow failed the 
people in Panem, so the diet industry is failing those who support it. And just as the 
answer in The Hunger Games was a revolution in beliefs, so we all need a
personal belief revolution around food and weight.

We need to stop playing our own version of The Hunger Games.

President Snow represents the diet industry (we will tell you how to eat. Ignore your bio-
individuality. Eating cannot be natural. Struggle is the best you can hope for, but if the 
scales say the right number we will give you a pat on the head).

Katniss is a symbol of your awakening rebel energy. And in this world of airbrushed 
perfectionism, you really, really need that rebel energy to choose a new set of beliefs. 
Disempowerment and kowtowing to the diet and beauty industries is so ingrained in our 
culture that quoting Dorothy Rowe and sagely nodding "Yes, I need some new beliefs" is 
simply not enough. That would be like Katniss letting her younger sister compete
in The Hunger Games but writing a stiff letter of complaint to Snow.



Fortunately for us, we don't need to risk our lives to stand up to the disempowering belief 
system of the diet industry. Rejecting that propaganda is uncomfortable (because 
everyone around you will cling onto it for their lives), but it won't kill you.

In fact it will give you your life back.

So what does this revolution look like?

How To Stop Playing The Hunger Games
*First of all, stop applying the Just World theory to your weight. Just World dieting means 
assuming this brand new fad diet MUST be 100% perfect for you and if you don't shed 
weight on it, then you are at fault. This whole course is all about demolishing that 
dangerous myth. Remember what I said earlier: any weight shifting system is nothing but a
tool - not the eternal, uniform truth applicable to all humans.

*The best practical way to rise up and reclaim your power on a day to day basis is to 
experiment.

Diet X says avoid all carbs, but you find you are desperate for carbs and end up bingeing 
on highly processed white flour products.

You can see this as a terrible indictment of yourself (Just World thinking)... or you can see 
that experience as an experiment - and the resulting data tells you that depriving yourself 
of carbs leads to excess consumption. So now you can do another experiment - either
introducing some carbs or to be more advanced, playing around with the proportion of 
higher quality carbs vs junk carbs.

The great thing about experimenting is your body will tell you what works. It may feel 
uncomfortable (for example your body tells you that eating less bread reduces your 
bloating, but going without the bread is hard)...but that discomfort can be reduced. You 
can wean yourself off any addictive foodstuff. 

The key here is to accept a period of discomfort while this happens. In my experience, 
most people who ask my advice about food are looking for some magic pill secret that will 
allow them to escape their painful relationship with food, and their dearest secret hope is 
that the escape will be an easy one. 

The truth so many don't want to hear is that to turn food from a weapon against self into 
fuel for change is often a painful process. To ignore this possibility is like Katniss 
complaining that her younger sister shouldn't take part in the murderous Games, but she'd 
really rather not take her place either.

The good news is that pain is temporary, like taking out a splinter.

It takes great courage to step outside the disempowering authoritarian mental regime of 
the diet industry, but once you do there is no looking back.

For more on the subject of navigating your pain, see the later Mindshift on positively 
channelling your emotions. This will give you the skills to move through this surprisingly 
liberating process.



ACTION STEPS
There is a lot to think about for this Mindshift. The most useful first step is to take one 
aspect of whatever weight changing method you are using and treat it as an experiment. 
Put your own wisdom in the driving seat and send the diet to the back seat.

For example: 

*Assess the enjoyment level of whichever exercise method you are using. If you hate it, 
you are putting yourself in the stress response every time you exercise (see the mindshift 
on No Human 2.0 for why this will make you gain weight). Swap it for something more 
enjoyable for 2 weeks.

*If you are following a points system, or allow yourself one treat meal a week, try eating 
your favourite food as slowly as possible. This way you digest your food properly and it will
keep you fuller for longer. Eating slowly is a powerful weight shifting strategy anyway.

Mindshift #12:
No More Substitutes

This next Mindshift will be challenging. Are you ready?

The diet industry has a secret weapon that serves mostly itself. That is to say, it keeps 
most of its target market overweight.

This secret weapon? Substitution.

Freud wrote about substitution in the sense that we will transfer socially unacceptable 
impulses (such as unbridled sexuality) into more socially acceptable forms, such as art. He
called this process sublimation, but I want to keep this really simple because what you
are about to read is a bit hard to get your head round.

You can see substitution everywhere you look today. Film stars and celebrities have 
replaced religious icons as the new idols to be worshipped (NB I am not saying that we 
should all get on over to church, temple or mosque straightaway. I'm saying that I think we 
have a deep human need to idolise some form of icon). Our Facebook newsfeed has 
replaced conversation in the pub (how many of your friends have no compunction in 
interrupting a conversation with you to check their phones?). Consumerism has replaced 
the search for meaning in life (I buy therefore I am).

And in the middle of this sits the quest for the ideal body.

One question I ask clients at the start of coaching is "What do you hope that your ideal 
weight will achieve for you?" Along with answers such as better health and being more 
physically comfortable, virtually everyone says 'confidence'.

Think about this for a moment. A lower number on the scales does not in and of itself 
confer confidence. How many people with bodies that you envy are 100% confident 100% 
of the time?



And how many are still harping on about that nightmare 5lbs that are ruining their life? 
Doesn't sound very confident to me.

Conversely, look at all the attractive and confident non-size zero celebrities: Queen 
Latifah, supermodels Ashleigh Graham and Robyn Lawley, James Cordon, Miranda Hart, 
U.K. singer Adele...the list goes on (gents: apologies for the lack of men in this list. Please 
email me at info@ theshiftinside.com with suggestions here and I'll add them)

The truth is that if you shed weight not as the end goal (ie you'll do it in a disempowering 
fast-results-above-all-else-followed-by-the-backlash-of-yo-yo-regain way) it will NOT give 
you the magic bullet of confidence that you are hoping for.

However, if you shed weight from the inside out, which is what this course is all about, 
magical things happen.

*You overshoot your potential. You learn to wean yourself off fake pleasure (with its 
invisible but oh so costly price tag) and realise that real pleasure is all yours for the taking -
AND you love it.

*You discover you have the power to walk away from addictive food when you want. The 
start of the path to that superpower is strewn with discomfort, but the discomfort is 
temporary. Accepting discomfort - instead of running from it - is an unbelievably 
powerful weight release strategy. You realise the true value is not in your new 
self-discipline around food, but in how you can take this new mindset and use it to change 
your career, and improve or change other power domains in your life.

This, not your new waistline, is the REAL wellspring of true confidence. It's the things you 
do to shapeshift permanently (lifestyle changes, transforming stress, weaning yourself off 
Mood Hijacker Foods etc) that create a more powerful version of yourself that is waiting in 
the wings of your life while you chase after fad diet X with its easy promises of outside-in 
fake confidence.

But there is another level at which substitution operates when it comes to food and weight.
And this is the bit that is going to really challenge you.

When we start any weight release programme, there is a harsh truth that nobody wishes to
acknowledge.

It takes time to see results.

There is no getting round it: you need to spend a certain length of time eating differently 
and/or changing how you move before you can get back into your skinny jeans or feel your
tummy flatten.

And it takes even longer for the rest of the world to notice. I remember with my own weight
release, it took me about 10 to 14lb (a stone for you non-UK readers) to feel it. Then 
another stone for others to notice.
The problem with this is that the diet industry knows that in this magic pill seeking 
consumerist culture, people crave fast results. Patience is very hard to cultivate in this 
area. And I agree. Doing the hard work required to shapeshift without any gold stars is 
tough - really tough. We all need our gold stars!

http://theshiftinside.com/


What I don't agree with is the diet industry's solution (I'll tell you mine in a minute).

Their solution: bathroom scales.

Let's take an imaginary but very typical dieter: Jeff. Jeff is desperate to lose 50lb. He starts
the diet on Monday. He knows 2lb a week is a reasonable goal to aim for. He is impatient 
and would like to up that result to 3lb - but 2 is his acceptable baseline weekly loss.

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday go great - he's joined the gym, cleared his cupboards 
of junk food and has a calorie counting app downloaded to his phone.

Then the weekend approaches, and with it temptation : the post-gym drink, the birthday 
party where his favourite high fat/sugar desserts will be, and the huge desire to veg 
out Sunday morning.

But Jeff does really well - he only has a pint after the gym, eats a big dinner before the 
party to minimise his cravings, and on Sunday has a pleasant relaxing walk instead of the 
gym.

Sunday night Jeff is feeling very virtuous. The only problem is he doesn't feel in any better 
shape than on the previous Monday.

However the golden prize awaiting him is his weekly weigh in the next morning. His gold 
stars.

The result? Jeff has lost one pound.

One solitary pound.

The scales are laughing at him. What's the point? moans Jeff, utterly dejected by his 
perceived terrible willpower failings.

The problem here is not the number on the scale. It's the scale itself.

A few things could be responsible for this result:
- Jeff is building muscle mass to replace his fat stores. Because muscle is less bulky but 
heavier than fat, his disappointing result in this case actually equals more definition and 
less bulk.

- Jeff has restricted his calorie intake to such a degree that he has signalled his body to go
into starvation mode and slow his metabolism down. His body's aim is to hold on to its fat 
stores for the famine it thinks has hit Jeff's world.

- Jeff is reducing his weight in a way that causes him misery. This puts his body into stress 
response. He overproduces insulin, which signals his body to store fat and burn calories 
slower.

Jeff's diet is doomed to failure because it's a completely outside-in approach. He assumes 
that he is a passive metabolic robot, some impossibly bland humanoid who burns energy 
at the same rate as his calorie counting charts dictate. This is like reading Richard 
Branson or Donald Trump's autobiography, implementing their principles in your own 
business and thinking this will make you your first million by the end of the month.



Because he hasn't taken this course, he assumes there can be no variation in his ability to 
burn calories. He also falls for the Just World myth, which says that his effort (and he really
IS making a superhuman effort) must yield the desired results - or he is somehow 
defective.

Can you see how fluid shapeshifting actually is in the real world? How non-linear, and 
variable it can be?

Back to Jeff. All his need for feedback is pinned on that number on the scale, and when it 
falls short of his expectations he blames himself. This is a popular way to react to the 
'wrong' number on the scales, but it is completely wrong. The only results that self-blame 
gets you are greater stress (which equals weight gain) and less confidence in your own 
ability to change your life.

Scales are great for measuring weight change if you use them as long term milestone 
markers...or if you're a robot.

Weigh ins are an inadequate substitute for feeling lighter NOW. For being able to get back 
into your old clothes TODAY.

So what should Jeff - and the rest of us - do instead?

Make your weigh ins monthly, if at all (I never weigh myself). Use your clothes as the 
measure of your changing shape. Accept the discomfort of working towards, but having to 
wait for, that feeling of being lighter.

I get that you want gold stars. We all need to measure our progress somehow. So you 
make your gold stars behavioural, not results based. I'll explain this in the action steps 
below.

ACTION STEPS
Identify between one and three key behaviours that will help you
shapeshift in an empowering, sustainable way. For example:
...Finding enjoyable exercise and doing it X times a week
...Cooking nutritious meals X times a week (fill in what is doable for you)
...Eating slower - this is challenging so start with one slow meal a day
...Identifying causes of stress in your life and resolving or transforming them (conflict at 
work or in your family, managing money etc)

I'd start with just one behaviour if I were you.

Now create a way to measure how you implement that behaviour - record
your exercise sessions, time your slow meals, find a (money-savvy) friend to be your 
budgeting buddy and schedule weekly accountability sessions. Announce your cooking 
plans for the week on social media then post back when you've made and frozen your 
creations (see, I always knew there was a place for talking about what you had for dinner 
last night on Facebook!). Talk over with a friend your workplace
conflict and how to proceed.

Give yourself rewards for doing the things you need to do. You will find that the weight off 
(pun intended) from just sorting these issues will make you feel great. One example from 



my life is budgeting. I had to drag myself kicking and screaming to it, and the shock of 
realising I'd spent almost £50 on materials for a homemade fairy costume was hideous (I'd
vaguely planned to spend a tenner), but the control I now feel around money is worth its 
weight in gold.

Mindshift #13:
Eat More Slowly

Watch the video on the following page:

http://www.theshiftinside.com/more-slowly/

ACTION STEPS
Try the games shown on the page above.

Mindshift #14:
Do The Unthinkable

Watch the video on this page:

http://www.theshiftinside.com/unthinkable/

ACTION STEPS
Do the exercise in this PDF:

http://www.theshiftinside.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Real-And-FakePleasure.pdf

http://psychologydictionary.

http://www.intropsych.com/

ACTION STEPS

1. Do the exercise in this PDF about identifying real vs fake pleasure:
http://www.theshiftinside.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Real-And-FakePleasure.pdf

2. Prove to yourself you can embrace real pleasure. The real work with the concept of 
rejecting fake pleasure in favour of real pleasure is in persuading yourself that you can 
actually do it. I remember how sacrosanct my particular food compulsions were - if a new 
chocolate bar hit the shelves, I felt I had some sort of cultural duty to try it out. When fair 
trade versions came out, I felt compelled to buy them every time I was in town to help the 
poor of the third world (of course a simple donation to Oxfam was out of the question. This 
is how crafty Sabotage Harriet used to be).

I know you can accept real pleasure over fake on an intellectual level. I also know how 
hard it is to truly believe you could be in the supermarket and walk past the confectionery 

http://www.theshiftinside.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Real-And-FakePleasure.pdf
http://www.intropsych.com/ch02_human_nervous_system/pleasure_centers.html
http://psychologydictionary.org/pleasure-principle/
http://www.theshiftinside.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Real-And-FakePleasure.pdf
http://www.theshiftinside.com/unthinkable/
http://www.theshiftinside.com/more-slowly/


without any effort, or be offered a biscuit at a social event and just not want it. 

That possibility is absolutely open to you. I've gone from 5 chocolate bars a day to having 
that invisible wall between me and the junk. If I can do it, so can you.

The way you prove this to yourself is by doing a very small scale experiment. 

First you identify one source of fake pleasure: it may be addictive food, it may be bingeing 
on a DVD box set. There is nothing wrong with box set binges or specific foodstuffs in 
themselves - the question to ask is: do I feel bad after indulging? Is there an emotional 
price tag attached?

Next, identify one source of real pleasure. I suggest some form of movement, but it must 
give you pleasure (no punishing workouts if that's what you hate). Forget calorie burning 
for this experiment. A walk in nature, or yoga, pilates - the only criteria is you either look 
forward to it or know it will make you feel good even if it's a hassle to go do the damn thing
(the feeling of "its-such-hassle" apathy is Sabotage You, and your addiction to fake 
pleasure, yelling with a megaphone, nothing more. Don't buy into it).

Other sources of real pleasure you could choose are ringing an old friend you haven't 
spoken to in a long time, planning a holiday, doing something creative (painting, collage, 
scrap booking, playing an instrument - anything that gets you in to the state of flow), 
planning a weekend away or a surprise for someone else...you determine if it's a source of
real pleasure by asking yourself if it will continue to make you feel good after you stop 
doing it. 

Once you have identified both your fake and real pleasure activities, you are going to 
replace one with the other. Just one time. No commitment, no biggie. Is this Harriet person
onto something, or is this all a load of crap? Have that attitude if it helps. Be curious! 

Ideally when you get the urge to 'fake pleasure seek' you will instead do the real pleasure 
activity instead. I understand this may not be possible, for example if you get the sugar 
craving at work, and your real pleasure replacement activity is a hike in the woods. In this 
instance you are going to have to sit through the discomfort of not giving in to the desire 
for fake pleasure and not even having any real pleasure to replace it with. In this situation, 
I would bribe myself - if I can get through the work day without the sugar junk, I can order 
or buy that DVD I've been wanting to watch for ages. Also putting the real pleasure activity 
in your diary and if need be attaching a reward at the end of it will help.

Once you have replaced the fake pleasure activity with the real one, journal or think about 
how you have just started rocking the foundations of Sabotage You's mind control over 
you. Aren't you proud of yourself you said no to fake pleasure and got it together to do 
something that felt good and served you? And couldn't you do it again? 

Elsewhere I have written about the staircase approach, which is the idea of defocusing on 
the big goals in favour of concentrating on one small goal at a time. Not that you have to 
reject the big goals outright – you can still keep them, but when you feel dejected by the 
road ahead you reduce the feeling of how hard it all is by concentrating on the next step.



Watch the video at http://www.theshiftinside.com/staircase/ if you want a recap.

This experiment is a perfect example of that. You start with one action. You forget the long 
road ahead and just take that first step. So many people peer up the staircase of 1000 
steps and focus on the difficulty of getting to their goal at the top. This is insane, like 
wishing you could just leap the whole lot in one superhuman jump. You'll never reach step 
1000 without climbing the previous 999. At the foot of the staircase all that matters is 
persuading, tricking, bribing and cajoling yourself to take that first step. 

Go on. Sabotage You will hate it - what more motivation could you need?

Mindshift #15:
 Do You Have A Safety Catch?

In the Mindshift about pleasure (Do The Unthinkable) I suggested that one reason many 
people regain weight after a diet is that their body will not put up with pleasure deprivation.

Here's another very common one, but probably something you have never considered.

Could your excess weight be a protective fat suit? 

My own invisible (perceived but not real) need for safety was at the heart of my exterior 
struggles with weight for 3 decades. I know this is as powerful an issue for millions of 
others, so I think it merits looking at in greater detail.

One of the most useful ways of looking at our motivations is Maslow's hierarchy of needs. 
It is often represented as a triangle with the most basic needs at the base: food, water and 
sleep. (By the way, this is food when you don't have any. Overeating doesn't count). Next 
up is safety and security, followed by social, self esteem and the top is self actualisation 
(think: being the most powerful, fulfilled human you can possibly be)

The idea is that if your basic needs aren't being met, the higher up ones matter less. So if 
you have nowhere to sleep tonight, having lots of friends isn't such a pressing life issue. 

At the start of this course I told you how we are still to a great extent being ruled by our 
cave(wo)man brain. This is fight or flight overused to deal with that non-lethal 
malfunctioning computer, or the not-really-life-or-death workplace conflict. 

What if there was a kind of invisible Maslow's triangle? For example someone who is or 
has suffered from bullying. Depending on the circumstances, age and inner resources of 
that person, what seems like an seemingly run of the mill unpleasant experience can 
actually trigger trauma (for more on this, see Peter Levine's Healing Trauma). And trauma 
can be defined as extreme stress.

There are some people who have a third response to threat. They go not into fight or flight,

http://www.theshiftinside.com/staircase/


but freeze response. 

What Is Freeze Response?

Freeze response is the third emergency service of our primitive brain when faced with

threat. If we are unable to fight or flee the threat, we go into freeze response.

Possums know all about the freeze response. When faced with a predator such as a bear,

these hardy little creatures know that fight or flight is often not an option, so they curl up

and pretend they are dead. 

The  idea  is  that  the  predator  might  lose  interest  (no  more  thrill  of  the  chase),  or

complacently assume that lunch is in the bag and leave to fetch its young for feeding. It's

genius if you think about it. As the character Ozzie the possum says in the animated film

Over the Hedge "We die so that we can live".

At some point the possum needs to escape before the bear returns. Peter Levine has

identified  something  he  calls  'healthy  aggression'  that  is  needed as  the  little  creature

comes out of its freeze response. It's a huge surge of energy that allows it the power to leg

it fast should the bear and its cubs be approaching. 

Are you thinking: That's nice, but I'm not a possum…?

This is true, but you are equipped with exactly the same freeze response and healthy

aggression mechanism. 

Levine defines trauma in this way in Healing Trauma:

'Our ability to respond to a perceived threat is in some way overwhelmed'

The key word here is perceived.  As he says 'trauma does not have to stem from a major

catastrophe'. 

Now, if you're in a situation where you perceive you are overwhelmed, which of your three

emergency responses - fight, flight or freeze - will your primitive brain pick? 

The answer: the freeze response. Every time.

The nervous interviewee whose mind goes blank when asked a seemingly straightforward

question is in freeze response.

The pedestrian who suddenly sees the oncoming juggernaut bearing down on them and



stops like a rabbit in headlights - they are in freeze response.

The attack victim who does not cry for help - they are in freeze response.

How much guilt  and shame could be prevented if  only  the people in  these scenarios

understood that their freeze response is an instinctual and automatic survival tactic, not a

sign of weakness or that vile assumption 'asking for it'? If you do one thing today, go out

and  share  the  concept  of  the  freeze  response  with  someone.  Anyone.  One  day  that

concept could reach somebody who really, really needs to understand it.

Most people get over a bad interview, but traffic accidents and being attacked are very

common unprocessed life experiences. 

According to Levine, traumatised human beings are, unlike the possum, afraid of  their

healthy aggression.  What happens is that they get stuck in freeze response.

Because the freeze response is one of your mental emergency services, if you don't come

out of it then you are still - according to your primitive brain (which lives completely in the

present moment) - in danger. No matter how many months or years pass, if you have not

accessed your innate healthy aggression, this stuck freeze response will run your life - and

indeed ruin it. 

It’s  important  to  remember  that  the  freeze  response  is  NOT universal.  Not  everyone

responds to abuse and similar experiences in this way. Only you can work out if you are

stuck in freeze response.

So safety is a fundamental human need.

And if you're living in a developed country that isn't in a state of warfare, then you've got 
that need all sorted, right?

Not necessarily. 

It is my contention that many people are walking round unaware of just how unsafe they 
feel.

A word for you ladies: we live in a world that is increasingly sexualised in a way that 
favours male sexuality. It is possible to feel unsafe in your skin just from being exposed to 
the over-sexualised images of women that are everywhere. How many women - and 
especially teenage girls - are opting out of this hideous race to be the sexiest by making 
themselves bigger? On one hand it is a genius strategy in a world where size zero is the 
pinnacle of desirability, where everyone is brainwashed by airbrushed perfectionism. On 
the other,this strategy exacts a big price in terms of low body confidence, possible 
compulsive eating and a incomplete sense of self.



I realise that body confidence issues are also problematic for men, and I do not wish to 
underplay them for both sexes. If you are a man, I would love to hear your thoughts on this
topic to increase my expertise in this very pressing, but not often discussed, issue of men's
body confidence.

This is perhaps the area of eating psychology that has the fewest easy answers, which 
requires time and vulnerability to move through. But move through it you can.

One example: I remember when I started walking everyday. I'd been really inactive for 
quite a while and all of a sudden I couldn't go without an hour a day walk. I am fortunate to
live near some pleasant countryside and small woods. 

One day I was on my walk and I went into a wood. This voice in my head suddenly 
commanded "Harriet! If you go in there you're going to get MURDERED". 

Straight away I knew this was Sabotage Harriet desperately trying to stop me exercising. 
She really believed the resulting smaller shape was a great threat to me. 

I told her to shut up and continued my walk.

30 seconds later she spoke up again.

"If you continue on, you'll find a dead body"

I actually started laughing out loud at this point. How ridiculous!

However, there was part of me that thought maybe - just maybe - I might get mugged or 
attacked.

And I realised the work was to carry on through the woods and prove to her that I could 
survive.

These conversations carried on for a a month or two, until she stopped piping up. I'd 
proved to her that a countryside walk was safe for me. 

ACTION STEPS

The link between trauma, freeze response and weight is a huge topic that I cover in my

book  Shapeshifting Inside and Out: Release Your Unwanted Weight and Reclaim Your

Life, so if  the last paragraph has rung any bells for  you this book will  definitely be of

interest to you. It's  available on Amazon and the Audible audiobook is in the pipeline.

Because you have invested in this course I'm happy to gift this book to you free of charge,

so drop me a line at info (at) theshiftinside.com and I'll let you have the PDF version. 

You may also want to get yourself a copy of Peter Levine's Healing Trauma. It has been a

game changer for me, but he is the real authority here and can explain it in more depth.

http://theshiftinside.com/


Mindshift #16:
Ordinary To Extraordinary

Watch the video here:

http://www.theshiftinside.com/extraordinary/

ACTION STEPS

What changes have you made that were initially uncomfortable, but you do effortlessly 
nowadays? 

What one small action can I start to ingrain so it stops being uncomfortable?

Mindshift #17:
Accept Discomfort, Then Watch It (Almost) Disappear 
Watch the video here:

http://www.theshiftinside.com/discomfort/

ACTION STEPS

Today find a way to chase discomfort. Identify an annoying task you always try to avoid – 
and tackle it head on. That dental appointment you've been meaning to make for weeks? 
Get it out of the way. The box of unused miscellaneous objects in the hall – empty it out 
and bin or tidy away the contents. Clear your inbox. Speak to someone you find attractive.

Now tell me this one act of chasing discomfort doesn't make you feel really, really good.

You are teaching yourself you can change. This exercise will really help the real vs fake 
pleasure work in the mindshift on doing the unthinkable.

Mindshift #18:
Now You vs Future You

Watch the video here:
http://www.theshiftinside.com/now-you/

ACTION STEPS

It's time to do an important reframe of previous experiences that you probably labelled 
failures. It's not your fault you were so over-invested in Future You. Now you understand 
what was going on, you can write or talk differently about the personal development 
programme you invested in that yielded zero results, or the fantastic new job that turned 

http://www.theshiftinside.com/discomfort/
http://www.theshiftinside.com/now-you/
http://www.theshiftinside.com/extraordinary/


out to be a nightmare or the gym membership that lay unused for a year. Tell yourself that 
you were over reliant on Future You, and you just didn't understand these changes took 
Now You to do the hard work. This will require some journalling.

Mindshift #19:

Go On A Media Diet

Don't worry - I'm not going to ban you from Facebook forever and tell you to sell your telly.

But filtering and being more selective about what media you allow into your head can be a 
surprisingly powerful way to shift your unwanted weight.

Media can be any of the following: TV, cinema, DVDs, Netflix, Facebook and other social 
media, your favourite Internet waste of time, magazines, newspapers, podcasts

There are 3 weight-shedding reasons to try reducing how much media you expose 
yourself to:

Reason 1: We live in a world where the TV and cinema, not to mention social media, can 
leave us all standing on the sidelines of life. For many people, the excitement of what 
Netflix pipes into their brain is, I fear, becoming a substitute for creating real genuine 
excitement in their own life. I'm not suggesting they ditch their families and jobs to take off 
hitchhiking round the world. No, real excitement happens when we ask that person out 
even though we're super nervous (and know that even if they turn us down we've built our 
courage just that bit more), or when we find we've gone a week without the addictive junk 
we assumed controlled us. Summoning up the courage to attend a meetup group where 
we know nobody. Planning our dream business. 

Living – truly living - can be a hundred and one things you'll never find in a Hollywood 
blockbuster.

But achieving all these real life victories over Sabotage You involves lots of unsexy 
momentum building, repeating better habits until they become automatic, dealing with 
rejection, uncomfortable self reflection and more. 

Spending more time with yourself and less staring at a screen will make these actions 
more palatable because you'll not be comparing the hard work with a two hour thriller 
where the hero saves the world and gets the girl.

Be careful of falling into the trap of thinking that just because your life is not projected onto 
the big or small screen that there's no point striving to be the most powerful version of 
yourself possible, that throwing the towel in via the dessert trolley is the only option open 
to you.



Reason 2: unhooking yourself from airbrushed perfectionism.

I went on a media diet a few years ago and loved it so much I just carried on. I stopped 
watching all TV (apart from scandicrime drama The Bridge) and reading magazines. To be 
honest, one bored the pants off me and the other made me feel super ugly - so I didn't feel
deprived. 

Then this year we got Netflix and I started watching Lie To Me. This is a series about 
criminal psychologists who are basically human lie detectors. Being a real Tim Roth fangirl,
I watched the whole three seasons back to back over a few weeks.

Then I noticed something really unfortunate. 

The sudden emergence of hyper-critical thoughts about my body.

To be clear: shapeshifting doesn't confer some kind of magical undeniable body love on 
you. My low body confidence I had all through my compulsive overweight years was NOT 
the result of the excess weight. Both were symptoms of the lack of trust I had in my body, 
of not feeling safe in this world. The excess flab was a really inefficient defence 
mechanism, and the physical self loathing was an extra safety precaution: Don't use this 
instrument you've been given for life on planet earth. Check out of your body as much as 
possible. 

Therefore if the low body confidence was NOT the result of the weight, then shifting the 
weight was not going to make me super body confident. I had to do a lot of acceptance 
work around my body, even after shedding the excess poundage - work that still continues 
to this day.

But this new dip in my body confidence during my Lie To Me fixation was different. I 
realised that I was being affected by the main female characters in the series. I was 
watching them day in, day out - and falling into harsh self-comparison. 

I want you to treat what you've just read as an experiment - not one you necessarily have 
to do, but that might shed light on your own situation. It may be a case of just cutting out 
shows that depict ultra glamorous women for a few weeks and seeing if you feel less 
pressure on yourself to be the perfect body size.

Reason 3: De-stressing

The fascinating thing about the stress response is that we can set it off not just by 
experiencing real threats, but by exposing ourselves to imaginary ones. 

This is a bit scary when you first think about it, but is also very liberating. Unlike our 
ancestors, we have so much control over how often we go into a state of stress and 
suffering all the weight-gaining side effects that creates.

Think about this in terms of the media you consume. Could some of it be putting you into a
stress response? If you have spent the time and money investing in this course, then isn't 
it worth experimenting with removing some media for your life - just for a week or two? 



I often wonder if the popularity of not just video games but hyper stimulating and 
sometimes violent entertainment is an attempt for us to connect to our tribal selves. I 
haven't seen any research to show that we actually still have a primal need to go out and 
chase a buffalo - but isn't it interesting that people are far too inactive while at the same 
time being content with watching Tom Cruise leap off fifty storey buildings to save the 
world.

ACTION STEPS

It's very important to do your media diet in a way that feels curious, not a deprivation. Here
are 9 experiments you can try that will not completely disconnect you from the world. Make
the timeframe as long as feels challenging, but not offputting. That may be three weeks, or 
it may be three hours. It doesn't matter where your start point is, as long as you have a 
go. 

1. Consume news in written form only (there is more feeling of control and being able 
to filter)

2. Ration all social media to X minutes a day

3. Go for a walk and leave your phone at home (we managed for thousands of years 
without the damn things. An extra two hours won't make the sky fall in).

4. Put your phone in a drawer at 7pm every evening. You can still text or whatever, but
this way you are not constantly checking it. You have to physically open the drawer. 
I find when I have mine out too often I go into stress, constantly checking and 
rechecking. I end up like a deer on the African plains, watching out for the next 
hungry tiger!

5. Every time you spot one of your friends post something on Facebook that makes 
you feel stressed, click the top right hand corner of that post. Choose the option to 
unfollow but still remain friends. This way you can still connect but avoid your day 
being hijacked by unwanted stress.

6. Go through the TV guide and select which shows you are going to watch over the 
next two weeks. Put them in your diary. Watch nothing else (a great cure for 
apathy). You may need to actively plan other things, or else you'll just cave and 
watch any old nonsense.

7. Replace mindless TV with interesting, thought-provoking podcasts. These are 
basically internet radio shows, and completely free. Some of my favourites are 
Freakonomics, Serial, Invisibilia, Radiolab, The Art of Charm, Small Business Big 
Marketing, This American Life, The Fizzle Show, The Accidental Creative and The 
TED radio hour. Google them for more info. And just think what else you can do 
WHILE listening to a podcast! (Warning: if you use the time to start decluttering, you
will experience levels of bliss that your sabotage self will be unable to cope with!)

8. Replace all TV (except maybe water cooler, appointment shows you reaaaaaally 



love) with comedy box sets like Friends, Mash, Frasier, Scrubs etc (this is my 
favourite media diet ever and when I did it, the drop in my stress levels was 
massive).

9. For a million bonus points, introduce something that actively relaxes you during this 
time. Take up painting, pick up your guitar that's gathering dust in the garage. Plan 
your next holiday. 

Over the course of the experiment, observe your stress levels and behaviour around food. 
Are you emotionally eating less? Do you get so absorbed in painting you forget to have 
dinner? 

And don't you feel like you're living life just a bit more? 

Mindshift #20:
Stop Eating Your Emotions

Watch the video on this page:
http://www.theshiftinside.com/stop-eating-emotions/

ACTION STEPS

1. A simple thing to do is to decide on a way to express difficult emotions. Do this ahead of 
time so that they don't hijack you and push you over the edge into emotional eating.

For example:

- journalling

- a short burst of physical activity

- ring a friend and ask them if you can have 5 minutes uninterrupted complaining time. Get
them to set an alarm. In this time, you can let rip. Then you must be quiet (don't invite the 
messenger in for that cup of tea, so to speak)

- anything creative

2. If this topic speaks to you, I recommend that you grab a copy of The Language of 
Emotions by Karla McLaren. There is no need to read it from cover to cover. There is a 
chapter for each emotion. It really is the nearest thing to a life manual (along with Stuart 
Wilde's Infinite Self) that I have ever read. I used to dip into specific chapters when I felt 
overwhelmed with out of control feelings. Having suffered for three decades with emotional
eating, this book has been hands down the most important thing I read that contributed to 
me being where I am today. 

http://www.theshiftinside.com/stop-eating-emotions/


Mindshift #21:
Date Your Diet 

Watch the video here:
http://www.theshiftinside.com/date/

Here is any weight reduction method translated into the idea of dating.

How Should Dieting Be Like Dating? 

1.You meet someone you find attractive and arrange a date with them

= You discover a new weight reduction method. It looks interesting and you decide to try it 
out

2.You go on date #1. This is all about you checking them out. How compatible do they 
seem? Do you like them enough for a second date?

= You do week #1 of the diet. This is all about checking it out. How easy is it? Do you like it
enough to do a second week?

3.You go on date #2, which is all about finding out more about them. Were they just 
putting on a false front on date #1? After all, anyone can be unrealistically perfect for an 
evening.

= You do week #2 of the diet, which is all about finding out if you can stick to this. Was 
week #1 just based on initial excitement? Anyone can deprive themselves unrealistically 
for a few days.

4.You continue dating this person, which is all about deciding if you want to be with them 
longer term. You have an argument - how easy is it to patch things up? Does this person 
satisfy your needs, or are you always left feeling empty? Do they add to your life? 
Challenge you in a good way? Does being with them leave you better than if you hadn't 
met them? 

= You continue with the diet, which is all about deciding if this is a lifestyle change you can 
sustain long term. You have a binge - how easy is it to get back on course? Does this diet 
satisfy your hunger, or is your stomach always left feeling empty? Does it add to your life? 
Challenge you in a good way? Does this weight reduction method leave you better than if 
you hadn't tried it?

ACTION STEPS

Here are the questions to ask yourself about your diet or weight reduction technique.

http://www.theshiftinside.com/date/


Q1 This way of eating will be challenging - take that as a given. But is it challenging in a 
way that makes me stronger and will eventually make life easier?  For example does it 
moves me from a fake pleasure junkie to learning what real pleasure is? (say if it gets you 
to swap processed unhealthy fats for healthy versions which balance your blood sugar and
reduce binge cravings)? 

Q2 Does it seem too good to be true? 

Q3 Is it upfront and honest about the hard work that any big change like this requires? 

Q4 Am I constantly hungry on this diet?

Q5 Taking into account real vs fake pleasure, is this way of eating something I feel I can 
adapt to even though it may be challenging? Is there truly any real pleasure, or does it just 
offer a holier-than-thou deprivation-fuelled and temporary high?

Q6 Is there anything I want to change about it? How can I experiment with it so it's more 
tailored to my needs? 

Q7 What lifestyle changes does this diet demand of me? Am I willing to make them?

Q8 How long is the trial period I am giving this diet? 

***NB this concept of dating your diet is something that I came up with very recently, in the 
creation of this course. I just know that there are more useful questions to help you make 
the most of any shapeshifting method. So if you discover other questions, please let me 
know what they are, and I can add to this list. Email me info (at) theshiftinside.com. Many 
thanks!***

Final Words (All 3 Of Them)
Here's what I want you to do now:

Try.

One.

Thing.

There have been an awful lot of ideas in the course. As I was putting it together, I had a lot 

http://theshiftinside.com/


of internal debate about how much to include. I have to tell you the chief question mark in 
my head was whether to include The Safety Catch Mindshift. Would this be too 
challenging? 

I left it in because in the end this course should be less like a total system everyone must 
stick to 100%, and more like an ideas buffet.

(Ooops! I said I wouldn't do any more disastrous puns, didn't I? I can hear the comedy 
police sirens wailing as I write).

Pick what works for you, and discard the rest. 

So use the staircase approach: start from where you are, and take that first small step. Try 
out the action steps for the Mindshift that interests and inspires you the most. Your 
greatest secret weapon against Sabotage You and the years of toxic diet industry 
brainwashing you've been subjected to is your curiosity. 

Maybe you'll need to modify some things. Others will not work for you at all.

It's your roadmap. You create it. 

Stay curious, challenge everything and you will be well on the way to shedding your 
unwanted weight and reclaiming you life.

You can do it!

Harriet Morris

PS I am very keen to know how you are getting on with The Psychology of Weight Loss. I 
know how busy you are, so let me offer you a little something for giving me some honest, 
no-holes-barred feedback.

I have an extra Mindshift for you.

To access this, all you need to do is fill in a quick two-minute survey. At the end you will be 
given the link for the extra Mindshift.

Go to......

Many thanks. 



 


